1. Recovery Literature—Pick Two (percentage)
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Adapt Social Media and Our Guiding Principles to an IP
from An IP for members: NA and addicts on DRT/MAT
Booklet of Step study questions taken from “How It Works”

top 2
individual
responses

Booklet of Step study questions from It Works: How and Why
Step working booklet focused mainly on Steps 1–3 aimed
Step working guide aimed at members not new to the Steps,
Concept book similar to Guiding Principles
List and definition of spiritual principles
The spiritual benefits of service
Members’ experience, strength, and hope on trustworthiness
Atmosphere of recovery in service
Appropriate meeting behavior
Pamphlet on the First Tradition
Literature targeted to: Younger members
Literature targeted to: Older members
Literature targeted to: Experienced members/”oldtimers”
Literature targeted to: LGBTQ members
Literature targeted to: Women in recovery
Literature targeted to: First nations/indigenous members
Literature targeted to: Members who are professionals
Literature targeted to: Members who are veterans
Literature targeted to: Atheists and members with nonAn IP “Regardless of age, race, sex, sexual identity, creed,
What does it mean that NA is a spiritual not religious
Revise the Sponsorship book
Revise The Loner
Revise H&I Service and the NA Member
Revise PI and the NA Member
Revise another piece of NA literature:
Other:
No new recovery lit
Regional responses

16

top 2
regional
responses

Individual members

2. Service Material—Pick Two (percentage)
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Carrying the NA message
Principles in service
Atmosphere of recovery in service
Applying the Concepts—videos of members sharing in their
What is NA World Services and how does it work?
Our public image: dealing with loss of confidence in NA
More social media guidelines above and beyond the service
More short, focused PR resources
Tools to assist PR efforts to reach the medical community
Literature for justice department professionals/referrers
Sponsorship behind the walls basics
Fellowship development basics
FD—it’s not just something that happens “somewhere else”
Collaborating among service bodies
When service bodies split or reunify
How to hold a virtual service meeting
Facilitation basics
How to plan a learning day
Best practices for service workshops
How to Put on a Planning Assembly (including sample
Getting Started with Project Based Services
Revise Planning Basics
Regional inventory process/questions
Description of service commitments at areas and regions
Effective report writing
GSR orientation material
Literature on mentorship, including as it relates to service
Service system basics
Local service conference and local service board basics
Role of zones in the service structure
Policy in NA—different kinds of policy styles and approaches
Information for creating legal entities/incorporating
The Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust (FIPT) and local
Dealing with banks and government financial regulations
Dealing with misappropriation of NA funds
Area treasurers’ basics
Area budgeting basics
Revise Translations Basics
Revise and update PR Handbook
Other:
Regional responses
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Individual members

3.Issue Discussion Topics—Pick Two (percentage)
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Our Symbol—a closer look
Group conscience
Carrying the NA message and making NA attractive
Remaining nonprofessional and carrying the NA message

top 2
individual
responses

PR 101
Simplicity and flexibility in service
Empathy in service
Attracting members to service
Getting youth & newcomers involved
Becoming a better sponsor
Creating community in NA
Mentorship & how members learn in service
Leadership in NA
The integrity and effectiveness of our communications
Eleventh Concept
Respecting our differences and building our unity
Regardless of…race, ethnicity, culture
Retaining members
In Times of Illness and what our literature says about illness
and medication
Other:
Regional responses

Individual members

top 2
regional
responses

Regional responses
1. Recovery Literature
1a. Other (please specify)
(no responses)

1b. If you chose "revise another piece of NA literature" above, what is it?
All of
Just for Today Daily Meditation
Step working guide for people not new to the steps.
2 The Sponsorship Book
Lit targeted to younger members

1c. Any other comments about the previous section?
There were a lot of topics to choose from, making it difficult to narrow down to the top two. Our Region had a
wide range of priorities, however we did manage to come to a somewhat common ground.
Too many options
Yes, several have asked about meetings for deaf also Literature for the blind
Sponsorship
We actually had a tie between lit targeted between older, younger members and the IP Regardless of Age,
race....etc. I chose the last option because I felt the first two cancelled themselves out.
no more new recovery literature
I think it’s time to take a more in depth look at the concepts
Focus more time and money on Updating and translating current IPs so our fellowship could be truly unified and
not so exclusive to addicts who do not understand English.
The NJ region has about 450 groups. Of those groups only 47 responded to this survey. The top 2 with the highest
votes are those that were chosen because we can not see another way to determine how to submit this. They
received 8 and 15 votes respectively. It is very hard for me to conclude that this is my regions conscience when only
this small minority is determining the conscious of the entire region. I feel this system is flawed if you actually are
interested in a regional conscience. Please keep in mind that there were over 400 groups, made aware of this
survey, and that for whatever reason did not respond.
In close third place was "Concepts book similar to Guiding Principles."
Ninguno
The H&I guidelines desperately need revision and a pamphlet on developing meetings for young addicts

2. Service Material
2a. Other (please specify)
Guide to local service
NA Insurance
2b. Any other comments about the previous section?
Our Regional Conscience was tied for “atmosphere of recovery in service” along with the 2 selected responses to
do with the SSP
Too many options
We only had 18 responses from our entire region. This isn't indicative of a good sampling of our region... but it's
the best I could do. Because of the poor response rate, I think this isn't an effective way to choose our literature
priorities.
Atmosphere of recovery in service

3. Issue Discussion Topics
3a. Other (please specify)
Translate current literature

3b. Any other comments about the previous section?
None
having fewer choices, as we did in this section, compared to the others, was beneficial.
All NA members should have the opportunity to provide input for IDTs. This survey is exclusive to our fellowship
The NJ region has about 450 groups. Of those groups only 47 responded to this survey. The top 2 with the highest
votes are those that were chosen because we can not see another way to determine how to submit this. They
received 11 and 18 votes respectively. It is very hard for me to conclude that this is my regions conscience when
only this small minority is determining the conscious of the entire region. I feel this system is flawed if you actually
are interested in a regional conscience. Please keep in mind that there were over 400 groups made aware of this
survey, and that for whatever reason did not respond.
Rural Indeginious

